Harrison Middle School students and staff have proudly accepted Rachel’s Challenge! This program was introduced to our building
on Tuesday, September 4th, by a Rachel’s Challenge staff member who shared Rachel Joy Scott’s inspiring story of kindness that
has transcended her death as the first victim of the Columbine tragedy. Our presentation focused
on her vision to start a chain reaction of kindness and compassion in order to fulfill the mission of
“making schools safer, more connected places where bullying and violence are replaced with
kindness and respect; and where learning and teaching are awakened to their fullest.”
Students and staff were asked to accept the following five challenges: 1. Look for the best in
others, 2. Dream big, 3. Choose positive influences, 4. Speak with kindness, and 5. Start your own
chain reaction. In the afternoon, a smaller group of 40 students were trained as “Friends of
Rachel” to help us lead our building in a direction of compassion and build positive peer relationships. All students will be designing
a square patch of a paper quilt to reflect one of Rachel’s challenges. These patches will be assembled together in our building to
highlight each challenge on its own quilt, displayed for everyone to see and remember. More information about Rachel’s Challenge
may be found at www.rachelschallenge.org.

A Chain of Positive Thoughts: The kids of room 211 (Mrs. Fisher's class)
helped Mrs. Cox and Mrs. Stock make a chain of: positive thoughts, ideas
of what kindness means, and acts of kindness and linked them into a giant
chain surrounding the room door and going out into the hall. They finished it
off by decorating the wall with the words Rachel's Challenge - Start a Chain
Reaction of Kindness.

Spreading Kindness: Victoria Lauterbach, sixth grade student, decided to
take action with Rachel’s Challenge #5—Start a Chain Reaction of Kindness–
by writing kind words and compliments on index cards and pinning them on
her classmates, teachers, and secretaries. This act was a student-driven
reaction to the program.











September 24th - HMS School Fund Raiser Kick-Off Assesmbly
September 25th - 7th & 8th Grade Curriculum Night - 6:30—8:30 PM
October 1st - 4th - 7th Grade Science—Wingfield Pines Fieldtrips
October 5th - Act 80 Day - Early Dismissal - 11:45 AM
October 8th - No School Professional Development Day
October 22nd-26th - Red Ribbon Week
October 25th - HMS Picture Make-up Day
October 26th - HMS Halloween Dance- 7:00-9:00 PM
October 31st - End of the 1st Nine Weeks

Click to Access the HMS
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Welcome Back HMS Students On August 27, 2018, excitement filled the air as both the Harrison Middle School and members
of Central Administration, along with Officer Dave, the school resource officer, welcomed students back from their summer break.
It was great to see all of those smiling faces entering the building. HMS staff is looking forward to another great school year
celebrating the talents and accomplishments of our students and staff. Welcome Back! We are off to a terrific start!

6th Grade Bingo - During the afternoon of Friday, September 7th, the HMS 6th grade class participated in a fun Bingo activity,
which was sponsored by the HMS PTSA. This activity is designed as a fun way to welcome the new students to Harrison, while also
providing students from Paynter and Whitehall Elementary Schools, along with students new to the district, an opportunity to get
to know one another. During the activity, Mr. Schultz, the voice of 6th grade Bingo, called numbers as the students eagerly waited
to hear them. Thanks to the HMS PTSA, students were able to win some awesome prizes. Thank you again to the parents who
volunteered to make the activity a great success. The students had lots of fun! B-I-N-G-O!

2018-19 Cover Design Contest Winner: Congratulations to Chloe
Sabold for designing the winning agenda cover for the 2018-2019
school year. Her entry was first chosen by students from the
yearbook club as one of five designs to move on as a finalist. Next,
the sixth and seventh grade students voted and selected Chloe’s
design as the winning 2018-2019 cover. Chloe’s creativity and school
spirit enabled her to design an eye-catching cover that truly
demonstrates the spirit of J.E. Harrison Middle School. As part of the
recognition, Chloe received a gift certificate to a store of her choice.
Chloe will also be recognized for designing the cover by having her
name on the first page of the agenda. Congratulations again on a job
well done!

Passport Days—Spanish I Students Take a Virtual Tour of South & Central America: Mrs. Bianchi and Ms. Mittlemeir sent
their Spanish I classes to Central and South America through virtual classroom tours. Each group was randomly assigned a Spanish
speaking country. The students used their chromebooks to research and color the country's flag and create a detailed map with
the capital, cities, and geographical highlights. The students also did fact finding for their country to discover the population, size,
holidays, foods, sports, weather, economy, and interesting facts. All of the information was then used to create a virtual tour with
google slides. The students played both the part of the travel agent and tourist during passport days. The highlight of visiting each
country was sharing in the cultural experience. The students sampled foods and drinks, heard folktales, and learned songs and
dances.

Reviewing Expectations with Students: During the 1st week of school, Mrs. Salopek,
Mr. Peebles & Mr. Ross met with each of the grade levels to review the expectations
with the students. During the meeting, the principals discussed various topics from
behavior expectations to properly using their Chromebooks as an educational tool.
During the session, Ms . Piotrowski discussed expectations from the nurse’s office, while
Ms. Williams discussed attendance expectations. Ms. Salopek also took the opportunity
to introduce the new Director of Safety, Mr. Coddington to all the students.

Now that HMS students have received a Chromebook, they have the world at their fingertips. The HMS students and staff will take
a timeout from math equations, science experiments and writing prompts to participate in Common Sense Media. Over the next
three months, the students at Harrison Middle School will participate in a school wide program designed to help students interact
safely and responsibly in the expanding world of technology. Each grade level participated in three lessons that focused on
numerous topics that ranged from effective search techniques to finding credible resources to safely navigate cyber space.
Common Sense Education’s Digital Citizenship Curriculum empowers students to think critically, behave safely, and participate
responsibly in our digital world. These 21st-century skills are essential for students to harness the full potential of technology and
learning.
Throughout the course of this school year, students will continue to participate in this training, as
Mr. Wagner’s and Mrs. Short’s BCIT classes will explore the various advantages and challenges that
technology can impose whether at school or at home. Each grade level will complete two of the
five grade level lessons in their respective BCIT classroom, while completing three additional
lessons throughout this fall. In all, each student will complete a fifteen lesson program over their three years at HMS.
As we keep up with the ongoing changes in technology, it is our hope to continue to educate not only students, but parents too,
so that all of our students can have positive online experiences.
As an additional resource, parents are encouraged to visit the Common Sense Media website to explore additional resources
designed for parent and/or download the packet of family tip sheets. Click to download packet.

Chromebook Scavenger Hunt: Ms. Wilhelm lead the HMS staff on a Chromebook Scavenger Hunt, which she designed to
help all the teachers become familiar with the new technology in all our students’ hands and be better able to effectively incorporate the various educational tools into their daily lessons. This past week, the science teachers then lead their students
through the same scavenger hunt, ensuring that all the Harrison Middle School students are aware of the various tools that will
enable them to successfully use their Chromebook to enhance their educational experience.

GoGuardian Training: Students at HMS received a Google
Chromebook to be used for the school year as part of our
1:1 student technology initiative. HMS has implemented
the technology tool GoGuardian to aid teachers in the
classroom. This technology is used to create the perfect digital
learning environment that protects, guides, and encourages our
students to learn and prosper. Teachers have complete access to
view student's screens in real time, monitor their open tabs and
previous browsing history, and create custom study, work, and testing environments to maximize
learning time and minimize distractions. GoGuardian allows teachers to keep students on task
while guiding them to learning smart and practical internet habits. GoGuardian encourages and
promotes students to stay on task and have pride in their academic studies.

Robotics in Wilds: Every year Shane Miller arrives at Harrison
Middle school with flowers—lots of flowers. He’s not delivering
bouquets to teachers, but bringing knowledge of Pennsylvania plant
life to students. Miller is an Environmental Educator at Raccoon Creek
State Park. Science teacher, Mr. Reffert, shares that his students look
forward to the visits, often bringing photos of plants they have
encountered for Miller to identify. This year, a grant from the
Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural resources
enabled sixth grade students to participate in a day camp at Raccoon
Creek State Park. The camp featured three different stations that equipped students with survival skills
that allowed them to encounter plants in a free way. Through survival stations, students learned to
construct shelters with plants from the area and build a fire without matches. In the final station, Harrison
Middle School technology teacher, Brandi Short, guided students in recreating three native plant species
in robotic garden: Mayapples, Ox-eye Daises and Tall White
Beardtongues. This project allowed students to think about plant
structure and function through the engineering and design process. Mr.
Reffert shares, “In education we look for STEAM: science, technology,
engineering, art and math. This was authentic , the intersection of
ecology, environmental science and robotics. It was unique and
engaging.” The day camp took place after break had begun. Reffert
notes, “Students gave up one of their first days off of summer to attend
the camp. That shows their dedication, enthusiasm and curiosity.”

HMS Student Travels to Washington D.C. to Participate in a National Student Leadership Conference:
Below is a summary by Samuel Tobiczyk, who is a current 8th grader at Harrison Middle School.
When I got a letter in the mail saying I was invited to go to a conference in Washington D.C. called the Junior
National Student Leadership Conference (JNSLC). At first, I was reluctant to go to say the least, as this would
be the first time away from my parents in a different state. But I am very glad I did, as it turned out to be one
of the best experiences I’ve ever had.
On the drive to the conference I was very apprehensive. I was shy as I arrived, which was
later than most of the other attendees. Even though the attendees were from all over the
United States, and even other countries, I was concerned that they had already formed friendships. We
stayed in the college dorms of American University, and I spent the night of my arrival in my dorm, knowing
only my roomate.
On the second day I was able to get to know my roomate much better, and was able to
form fast friendships with some others. One of our first activities was a participation on a ropes course, which
helped build teamwork building among our group. We also participated in “leadership sessions,” and evening
socials events on every day I was there.
The next days were spent touring Downtown D.C. at places such as the National Archives, the Smithsonian
Institution and the U.S. Capitol. Over the course of the JNSLC, I really connected with several of the attendees.
On each of the nights before the time we were required to be in our own rooms, we
played card games, talked about the places where we lived, or often just joked around.
There were several different groups within the Conference and I participated in the history group, where
we learned about many different aspects of history, government and politics. One of most interesting
exercises was simulating different branches of government, through a mock Supreme Court trial, and
working together to pass a bill as legislators.
Overall, despite my initial reluctance, I would enthusiastically recommend JNSLC to anyone. It’s a great
opportunity to learn so much about history, government and leadership, meet new friends, enjoy new experiences, and really
have a bunch of fun! Samuel Tobiczyk

Physical Education Classes Taking the Advantage of the Weather: Physical education students are enjoying the sun with some cooperative games. They are working together to accomplish a common goal and making new friends.

A New, but Familiar Face in the Guidance Office: While Mrs. Niggel is out on leave, Mrs. Thomas will
be our School Counselor for students whose last names begin with A-L. Mrs. Thomas has been a science
teacher in our building for 16 years, so many students are already familiar with her friendly face. Let's get
to know more about Mrs. Thomas:
Q: What is your educational background?
A: I attended Duquesne University and received my Bachelor's Degree in Education and Master's Degree in
School Counseling. Most recently, I earned my Principal's Certification from Point Park University.
Q: Tell us about your family , hobbies and interests...
A: I am married to Brian Thomas and have 4 children ages 8-6-4-2. They keep me very busy! We like to play
outside, visit parks, and swim. In my free time, I judge cheerleading competitions and enjoy attending
concerts. My most recent concert was Taylor Swift's - it was amazing!
Q: What are your plans this year for the students at HMS?
A: I hope to utilize all opportunities inside of the classroom to make individual connections with students so they are aware of all
the supports and resources that we have at HMS. I intend to partner with all BWSD School Counselors, the Science Department,
and STEM Coordinator to enhance student understanding of careers and post secondary education options.
Welcome Mrs. Thomas!!

Flipping for Classrooms: While walking down the halls of Harrison, peek into some of the classrooms
and see the aesthetically pleasing environments. This beautification trend all started with one purple
painted wall, and many teachers became instantly inspired.
Now, teachers are not only tirelessly working to educate their students, but they are working at "flipping"
their rooms to make a beautiful educational environment where kids are excited to come everyday and
learn. Using decorative paint schemes, motivational sayings, alternative seating, and artistic decorations,
these teachers are donating their time, resources and funding to change the classrooms for the comfort,
inspiration and enjoyment of our students.

8th Grade Chorus to Perform a Christmas Musical: The 8th grade chorus
has decided to perform a different type of winter concert this year. In addition to
a few traditional songs, the 8th grade chorus unanimously voted to perform a
musical production of “Yes, Virginia There is a Santa Claus” as part of their winter
chorus concert. The students will be responsible for learning lines, songs and
dances, creating and compiling costumes, props and scenery and performing this
family friendly musical on December 10th at their winter concert.

Girls on the Run, the Heart & Sole group for girls in grades 6-8, will be held on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 6:00
pm-7:30 pm in the Harrison Middle School cafeteria. The first meeting will be on Tuesday, September 18.
At Girls on the Run we inspire girls to recognize their inner strength and celebrate what makes them one of a
kind. Trained coaches lead small teams through our research-based curricula which includes dynamic discussions,
activities and running games. Over the course of the ten-week program, girls in 3rd-8th grade develop essential
skills to help them navigate their worlds and establish a lifetime appreciation for health and fitness. The program
culminates with girls positively impacting their communities through a service project and being physically and
emotionally prepared to complete a celebratory 5K event. Click to Register for GOTR Magee

HMS Girls' Soccer Picks up First Win: The HMS Girls' Soccer Team picked up their first win of the season by defeating Elizabeth
Forward 2-1. EF scored the first goal early in the first half to take a 1-0 lead. Baldwin rallied back late in the first half as Mackenzie
Hirt notched her first goal of the season, and first of her middle school soccer career to even the score at 1-1 going into the second
half. Cadence Morton gave Baldwin the go ahead goal on a point blank shot mid way through the second half off of a feed from
Grace Wyse. Elizabeth Forward pressed hard to even the score, but a strong defensive effort led by Lauren Loeffert and Samantha
Rorison, and strong goalkeeping by Adriana Grande to the final whistle preserved the win.

我的中國之行 Wǒ de zhōngguó zhī xíng : Traveling is something that many of us like to do during
the break from school, and Mrs. Reynolds is no exception. This summer she traveled 16 hours by
airplane to China, to teach at a summer STEM Camp for a month with a program called VGCC. In her
first two week camp, Mrs. Reynolds worked at the International School of Nanshan, Shenzhen and
brought the SeaPerch program to a middle school camp. She lived in an
apartment right across the soccer field from the campus and worked with
other US teachers to bring STEM to the students in China. In the second two
week camp, the team moved across town to the Mission Hills areas of Shenzhen and worked in the
Bromsgrove School. This camp was a boarding camp, so all students, chaperones and teachers stayed in
the beautiful Hard Rock Hotel Shenzhen. During this camp, Mrs. Reynolds taught a class of 2nd and 3rd
graders, a class of 4th graders and a class of 5th-7th grade students each day. One session was called
Underwater Robotics, and the students learned about Seaperch as well as other water-related
activities. The other session was Magical Robots where the students worked with Spheros and
Ozobots. Also, during all camps, different space-related activities were integrated throughout.
While living in Shenzhen for the month, Mrs. Reynolds was able to learn a lot about the Chinese
culture and how the students in China learn compared to students here in the US. Shenzhen in the 4th
largest city in China with over 13 million people. It is also the tech capital of China and is the fastest
growing city. At the end of the second camp, Mrs. Reynolds and several of the other teachers traveled
to Beijing, China to see Great Wall, the Forbidden City, Tiananmen Square and the 2008 Olympic
Village. Other highlights of the trip include learning a few phrases in Chinese, mastering chopsticks,
trying out some new foods, touring the Mission Hill Golf Club and walking the Jack Nicklaus Master
course, and traveling up the tallest building in Shenzhen called the Ping An Finance Centre. At 599 m
(1,965 ft) it is also currently the fourth tallest in the world. One important thing she learned is that
Fortnite is international, and all of her students loved the Floss Dance! Mrs. Reynolds hopes to go back
again and share even more about STEM and space with the students. She also hopes to bring additional
teachers with her.

A Spaced Out Kind of Summer: Space continues to be a love for Mrs. Reynolds
as she participated in two great opportunities this past summer. In June, Mrs.
Reynolds traveled to Huntsville, Alabama and participated in the Honeywell
Educators at Space Camp Academy. The camp consisted of 212 educators from
around the world who were selected to the prestigious camp based on their
application and recommendations. Mrs. Reynolds learned from astronauts, flight
engineers and other experts in the field during the week-long camp. She also
participated in two simulated missions, completed professional development lessons that she brought back here to HMS, and
engaged in several astronaut challenges. One of the challenges was the Multi Axis Trainer that simulates a tumble spin that an
astronaut might experience in space. Another challenge was the Moonwalk, where participants experienced the reduced gravity
that occurs on the Moon. Finally, she also completed the Survival Aviation Challenge with the zip line and the
underwater rescue.
In July, Mrs. Reynolds traveled to Kennedy Space Center in Cape Canaveral Florida
to participate in the first-ever Space Port Area Conference for Educators
(S.P.A.C.E). Mrs. Reynolds presented a session on rockets and attended many
other professional development sessions. Each morning, the keynote speakers
were former astronauts - Eileen Collins, Winston Scott, Mike Foreman and Bob
Cabana each shared their story about how they got involved in the astronaut
program. The finale of the week was the Big Bang Ball which was held underneath
the Space Shuttle Atlantis that is there on display.

Between July 2 and July 9, 2018, Harrison Middle School teacher Daniel T. Shaner was able to attend a
trip to study Holocaust sites in Poland with a group of other educators and students. The trip,
sponsored and run by Classrooms Without Borders and funded by donations from individuals, families,
and organizations from around the world, allowed 48 teachers and 25 students to accompany
Holocaust survivor Howard Chandler and his daughter to various scenes from Howard’s youth.
Immediately after landing in Warsaw, Poland, the group visited the
Warsaw Jewish Cemetery, where nearly half a million people are buried in
marked and mass unmarked graves. They then visited the Warsaw Ghetto, the site of a famous, but
unsuccessful uprising against the German Army. They followed this at the extermination camp at
Treblinka, which once saw hundreds of thousands of deaths, including Howard’s mother and sister,
but now looks like a nature park.
The group was able to visit Lublin,a town that integrates medieval and modern
architecture, as well as the nearby concentration camp a Madjanek, which remains in almost the same state as
it did when it was recaptured by the Soviet Army at the end of World War II. They then visited Howard’s
hometown of Starachowice, where Howard’s ordeal in the Nazi camps began.
After traveling to Krakow, the group was able to visit the notorious Auschwitz and Auschwitz II-Birkenau
extermination camps, in which over 1,100.000 Jewish people were murdered. Howard somehow survived
both of these camps. Mr. Shaner and other members of the overwhelmed group
marveled at his strength and courage even as their own were failing them.
Mr. Shaner reports that he came back from Poland a different person, with a newfound conviction to do whatever he can to help those who are left out by society. The message of
hope and understanding gained from the trip meshes very well with our district’s commitment to
Rachel’s Challenge, as both require each of us to seek ways that we can serve, and make life better, for
those around us.

THE HARRISON MIDDLE SCHOOL PTSA “NONFUNDRAISER!”: We are presenting this fundraiser as an option for our HMS
parents, staff and friends to have another way to support the PTSA without having to buy, sell, or deliver various goods and items
through traditional fundraising! You can “opt out” of fundraising and still support our children with your simple MONETARY DONATION! (Of course, this does not mean you will not see the occasional fundraiser still sent home from time to time. This is simply
meant to be a great “alternative” way to support if you choose. Thank you in advance for your generous support!
Click for more information.
There are many opportunities that await both children and parents. The HMS PTSA supports our children and school educators in
many different ways. By providing funds and volunteers for various school functions and initiatives, we serve both our Children
and our Community. Below are some examples of how we make a difference!
Click for more information- HMS PTSA Promotion Flyer.
Teacher Grants for needed classroom items
Follow HMS PTSA on Facebook?
Provide funds for the school Nurse's Pantry
Do The Right Thing support and volunteerism
You may do so by following this link:https://
Various Fundraisers to support activities for the children
www.facebook.com/groups/1834201053474732
Volunteerism for school functions and dances

HMS PTSA Collecting Box Tops: The HMS PTSA is collecting Box Tops for Education. Please send in
your box tops in an envelop or sandwich bag, and place them in the PTSA mailbox in the main office.
Would you like to be added to our email distribution list so that we can keep you up to date on PTSA activities or volunteer opportunities? Simply complete the PTSA Membership Form and send the bottom portion of the form along with the membership
fee of $6.00 (rate is the same for parents and children) to the HMS office in an envelope marked "PTSA Membership - Attn: Kelly
Bischoff.

